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Ghostwriter â€” Celebrities, executives, participants in timely news stories, and political leaders often hire
ghostwriters to draft or edit autobiographies, memoirs, magazine articles, or other written material. In music,
ghostwriters are often used to write songs, lyrics, screenplay authors can also use ghostwriters to either edit or
rewrite their scripts to improve them. Usually, there is a confidentiality clause in the contract between the
ghostwriter and the author that obligates the former to remain anonymous. Ghostwriting also occurs in other
creative fields, ghosting also occurs in popular music. A pop music ghostwriter writes lyrics and a melody in
the style of the credited musician, in hip hop music, the increasing use of ghostwriters by high-profile hip-hop
stars has led to controversy. In the visual arts, it is not uncommon in either fine art or commercial art such as
comics for a number of assistants to do work on a piece that is credited to a single artist. However, when credit
is established for the writer, the acknowledgement of their contribution is public domain, a consultant or
career-switcher may pay a ghostwriter to write a book on a topic in their professional area, to establish or
enhance her credibility as an expert in their field. Public officials and politicians employ correspondence
officers to respond to the volume of official correspondence. A number of papal encyclicals have been written
by ghostwriters, some university and college students hire ghostwriters from essay mills to write entrance
essays, term papers, theses, and dissertations. This is largely considered unethical unless the actual
ghostwriting work is just light editing, ghostwriters are hired for numerous reasons. In many cases, celebrities
or public figures do not have the time, discipline, or writing skills to write and research a several-hundred page
autobiography or how-to book. Even if a celebrity or public figure has the skills to pen a short article, they
may not know how to structure and edit a several-hundred page book so that it is captivating. Ghostwriters
may have varying degrees of involvement in the production of a finished work, some ghostwriters are hired to
edit and clean up a rough draft or partially completed work, while others are hired to do most of the writing
based on an outline provided by the credited author. For some projects, such as creating an autobiography for
a celebrity, ghostwriters are also hired to write fiction in the style of an existing author, often as a way of
increasing the number of books that can be published by a popular author. Ghostwriters will often spend a
period from several months to a year researching, writing. Ghostwriters are paid either per page, per each
word or via total word count, with a fee, with a percentage of the royalties of the sales. The division of work
between the ghostwriter and the credited author varies a great deal, in some cases, the ghostwriter is hired to
edit a rough draft of a mostly completed manuscript. In this case, the outline, ideas and much of the language
in the book or article are those of the credited author 2. Curtis was nominated for a Golden Globe Award for
his performance, the cast also featured George Kennedy and the film debut of Sally Kellerman. After three
murders of women with the same M. As the murders stretch over several police jurisdictions, a Strangler
Bureau is set up to coordinate the investigations, several suspects are interrogated, with all cleared of the
murders. As the body count grows, Bottomly, in desperation, calls in a psychic, Peter Hurkos, the man is taken
in for psychiatric observation for ten days, but nothing conclusive tying him to the murders is found. There is
another murder during the time the man is under observation, while the funeral of John F. Kennedy is on
television, Albert DeSalvo leaves his wife and children under the pretext of work. Instead, he gains entry into
the apartment of a woman by posing as a plumber sent by the building supervisor and he attacks her, tying her
to her bed with rags ripped from her dress. But when DeSalvo is taken aback by the sight of himself in a
mirror as he tries to subdue the woman, she struggles free, at a later date, he tries to enter the apartment of
another woman only to find that her husband is home. DeSalvo is apprehended by a police patrol. Found
incompetent to stand trial for attempted breaking and entering, he is committed to a hospital for psychiatric
observation, by chance, Bottomly and Detective Phil DiNatale pass by in an elevator where they had been
visiting the woman who survived the earlier attack. Observing the wound on DeSalvos hand, the pair soon
finds him a suspect for the Boston Strangler murders. The treating physician theorizes that DeSalvo could be
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made to confront the facts, Bottomly expresses the opinion that this outcome is the next best thing to a
conviction. Under the condition that none of what comes to light is admissible in court, after several sessions,
Bottomly manages to reveal DeSalvos hidden personality to himself. Bottomly George Kennedy as Det.
ORourke James Brolin as Det. The events described in Franks book have been altered considerably in the film
and this is essentially a work of fiction based on the real events. And based on them in such a way to us, which
it does. This film, which was made so well, should not have made at all 3. Tony Curtis â€” Tony Curtis was an
American film actor whose career spanned six decades but who was mostly popular in the s and early s. He
acted in more than films in roles covering a range of genres. In his later years, Curtis made numerous
television appearances, although his early film roles were partly the result of his good looks, by the latter half
of the s he became a notable and strong screen presence. He began proving himself to be a dramatic actor,
having the range to act in numerous dramatic. In his earliest parts he acted in a string of films, including
swashbucklers, westerns, light comedies, sports films. However, by the time he starred in Houdini with his
wife Janet Leigh, his first clear success, notes critic David Thomson and he achieved his first serious
recognition as a dramatic actor in Sweet Smell of Success with co-star Burt Lancaster. The following year he
was nominated for an Oscar for Best Actor in The Defiant Ones, Curtis then gave what could arguably be
called his best performance, three interrelated roles in the comedy Some Like It Hot. Thomson called it a film,
and a survey carried out by the American Film Institute voted it the funniest American film ever made. They
were both frantic comedies, and displayed his comic timing. He often collaborated with Edwards on later
films, in , Curtis played a supporting role in Spartacus, which became another major hit for him. His stardom
and film career declined considerably after and his most significant dramatic part came in when he starred in
the true-life drama The Boston Strangler, which some consider his last major film role. The part reinforced his
reputation as an actor with his chilling portrayal of serial killer Albert DeSalvo. His father was a tailor and the
lived in the back of the shopâ€”his parents in one corner and Curtis and his brothers Julius. His mother once
made an appearance as a participant on the television show You Bet Your Life, Curtis said, When I was a
child, Mom beat me up and was very aggressive and antagonistic. His mother was diagnosed with
schizophrenia 4. Henry Fonda â€” Henry Jaynes Fonda was an American film and stage actor with a career
spanning more than five decades. Fonda made his mark early as a Broadway actor and he also appeared in in
plays performed in White Plains, New York, with Joan Tompkins. Throughout six decades in Hollywood,
Fonda cultivated a strong, appealing screen image in such classics as The Ox-Bow Incident, Fonda was the
patriarch of a family of famous actors, including daughter Jane Fonda, son Peter Fonda, granddaughter Bridget
Fonda, and grandson Troy Garity. Fondas ancestors from Genoa, Italy, migrated to the Netherlands in the 15th
century, in , a branch of the Fonda family immigrated to the Dutch colony of New Netherland on the East
Coast of North America. They were among the first Dutch population to settle in what is now upstate New
York, establishing the town of Fonda, by , many of their descendants had relocated to Nebraska. Stephens
Episcopal Church in Grand Island. He said, My whole damn family was nice and they were a close family and
highly supportive, especially in health matters, as they avoided doctors due to their religion. Despite having a
background, he later became an agnostic. Fonda was a bashful, short boy who tended to avoid girls, except his
sisters, and was a skater, swimmer. He worked part-time in his fathers print plant and imagined a career as a
journalist. Later, he worked after school for the phone company, Fonda was active in the Boy Scouts of
America, Teichmann reports that he reached the rank of Eagle Scout. When he was about 14, his father took
him to observe the lynching of a black man accused of rape. This enraged the young Fonda and he kept a keen
awareness of prejudice for the rest of his life, by his senior year in high school, Fonda had grown to more than
six feet tall, but remained shy. He attended the University of Minnesota, where he majored in journalism and
he took a job with the Retail Credit Company. He was fascinated by the stage, learning everything from set
construction to stage production, Fonda decided to quit his job and go East in to seek his fortune. A friend
took him to Falmouth, MA where he joined and quickly became a member of the University Players 5.
Assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. King was rushed to St. Josephs Hospital, where he was pronounced
dead at 7,05 p. On March 10,, Ray entered a plea of guilty and was sentenced to 99 years in the Tennessee
State Penitentiary. Ray later made attempts to withdraw his guilty plea and be tried by a jury. The King family
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and others believe that the assassination was carried out by a conspiracy involving the U. The allegations and
the finding of the Memphis jury were later rejected by the United States Department of Justice in due to lack
of evidence, King received frequent death threats due to his prominence in the Civil Rights Movement. He had
confronted the risk of death and made that part of his philosophy. He taught that murder could not stop the
struggle for equal rights, after the assassination of President Kennedy in , King told his wife Coretta, This is
what is going to happen to me also. I keep telling you, this is a sick society, King traveled to Memphis,
Tennessee, in support of striking African American city sanitation workers. The workers had staged a walkout
on February 11,, to protest unequal wages, at the time, Memphis paid black workers significantly lower wages
than whites. Several sanitation workers had been killed on the job due to working conditions. In addition,
unlike workers, black workers received no pay if they stayed home during bad weather, consequently, most
blacks were compelled to work even in driving rain. On April 3, King returned to Memphis to address a
gathering at the Mason Temple and his airline flight to Memphis was delayed by a bomb threat but he made
his planned speech. King delivered the speech, now known as the Ive Been to the Mountaintop address, as he
neared the close, he referred to the bomb threat, And then I got to Memphis. And some began to say the
threats, or talk about the threats that were out 6. Cleveland â€” Cleveland is a city in the U. The city proper has
a population of ,, making Cleveland the 51st largest city in the United States, Greater Cleveland ranked as the
32nd largest metropolitan area in the United States, with 2,, people in The city is the center of the
Clevelandâ€”Akronâ€”Canton Combined Statistical Area, the city is located on the southern shore of Lake
Erie, approximately 60 miles west of the Pennsylvania border. Clevelands economy has diversified sectors
that include manufacturing, financial services, healthcare, Cleveland is also home to the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame. Residents of Cleveland are called Clevelanders, Cleveland has many nicknames, the oldest of which in
contemporary use being The Forest City. Cleaveland oversaw the plan for what would become the downtown
area, centered on Public Square, before returning home. The first settler in Cleaveland was Lorenzo Carter,
who built a cabin on the banks of the Cuyahoga River, the Village of Cleaveland was incorporated on
December 23, In spite of the swampy lowlands and harsh winters, its waterfront location proved to be an
advantage. The area began rapid growth after the completion of the Ohio, growth continued with added
railroad links. Cleveland incorporated as a city in , in , the city, then located only on the eastern banks of the
Cuyahoga River, nearly erupted into open warfare with neighboring Ohio City over a bridge connecting the
two. Ohio City remained an independent municipality until its annexation by Cleveland in , the citys prime
geographic location as a transportation hub on the Great Lakes has played an important role in its development
as a commercial center. Cleveland serves as a point for iron ore shipped from Minnesota. In , John D.
Rockefeller founded Standard Oil in Cleveland, other manufacturers located in Cleveland produced
steam-powered cars, which included White and Gaeth, as well as the electric car company Baker. Because of
the significant growth, Cleveland was known as the Sixth City during this period, by , due in large part to the
citys economic prosperity, Cleveland became the nations fifth largest city. Johnson among its leaders, many
prominent Clevelanders from this era are buried in the historic Lake View Cemetery, including President
James A.
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